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Abstract. Optical polarimetry for monitoring glucose concentration
in the aqueous humor of the eye as a potential noninvasive means of
assessing blood glucose has promise, but the realization of such an
approach has been limited by noise from time-varying corneal bire-
fringence due to motion artifact. Modeling the corneal birefringence
of the eye is critically important toward understanding the overall
effect of this noise source compared to other changes in the signal,
and can aid in design of the polarimetric system. To this end, an eye
model is introduced in this work that includes spatially varying bire-
fringence properties of the cornea. The degree of birefringence and
the fast axis orientation is calculated as a function of beam position on
the anterior chamber. It is shown that the minimum change in polar-
ization vector orientation occurs for beam position near the midpoint
between the corneal apex and limbus. In addition, the relative wave-
length independence of motion artifact is shown in the same region.
The direct consequence of these findings are that a multiwavelength
polarimetric system can potentially be utilized to eliminate the effect
of time-varying corneal birefringence, and that eye coupling is opti-
mal at the midpoint between the apex and limbus. © 2010 Society of Photo-
Optical Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.3447923�
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Introduction

ptical polarimetric quantification of glucose is based on the
henomenon of optical activity, which is the ability of glucose
olecules to rotate the plane of polarization of the transmitted

inearly polarized light in direct proportion to the concentra-
ion of the glucose. One of the difficulties associated with
tilizing polarimetry for glucose sensing in vivo is that most
iological tissues are optically turbid. Polarimetric sensing of
lucose in such media thus becomes challenging due to mul-
iple scattering events, which scramble the potentially useful
nformation encoded in the state of polarization of the re-
ected or transmitted light. A possible way to overcome these
roblems is to probe the anterior chamber of the eye, since the
bsorption effects are minimal, loss of polarization informa-
ion due to scattering effects is insignificant, glucose is the
rincipal chiral component, and a direct correlation exists be-
ween blood glucose concentration and that of aqueous
umor.1

Several research groups have demonstrated the application
f optical polarimetry to glucose sensing in vitro with accept-
ble repeatability of less than 15-mg /dl standard error.2–5 In
ontrast, the in vivo performance of this technique has been
imited primarily by the inherent time-varying birefringence
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of cornea due to motion artifact, which makes it difficult to
discern the rotation due to glucose.6 The cornea changes the
state of polarization of the transmitted beam due to the struc-
ture of corneal stroma, which mainly consists of collagen
lamellae.7–9 Each lamella exhibits intrinsic birefringence and
can be considered a linear retarder with the fast axis perpen-
dicular to the fibril orientation. The total corneal birefringence
manifests itself as form birefringence, and can be considered
as the sum of individual lamella birefringence.

The typical equation describing the rotation of plane of
polarization of light as a function of glucose is given by:

� = ����C · L , �1�

where � is the observed rotation, C is the concentration of the
optically active sample, and L is the sample path length. In
this equation, ��� is the specific rotation dependent on wave-
length ���. This dependence is known as optical rotatory dis-
persion and is further defined using the modified Drude equa-
tion for wavelengths away from or between the absorption
bands, namely,10

���� =
ko

�2 − �o
2 , �2�

where � is the wavelength of interest, and ko is a rotational
constant corresponding to the wavelength �o of maximal ab-
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orption. For glucose, the values of ko and �o are 16.74 deg
nd 0.17236 �m, respectively. Although Eqs. �1� and �2� de-
cribe the relationship between glucose concentration, optical
ath length, the rotation in the plane of light polarization, and
he specific rotation as a function of wavelength in a clear
ptical media, neither equation takes into account the effect of
irefringence such as that found in the cornea. Further, al-
hough two methods have been proposed to accommodate
ime-varying birefringence noise,5,11 there has been no quan-
ifiable estimate of this noise as a function of position along
he cornea. The first method proposed by our group to accom-

odate corneal birefringence is a dual-wavelength polarimet-
ic system that takes advantage of the glucose dependency
ith wavelength depicted in Eq. �2�.5 The second method pro-
osed by Cameron and Anumula is a dedicated birefringence
ompensator in conjunction with a single-wavelength polar-
meter to directly subtract out birefringence.11 In both cases,
nly in vitro results were obtained and, although each looked
romising, neither approach attempted to quantify or under-
tand the extent of the actual corneal birefringence. Thus, an
mproved quantification of this corneal birefringence through

odeling would greatly facilitate the understanding of its ef-
ects on polarized light, and potentially help in the optimiza-
ion of a polarimetric system for use in monitoring glucose in
he eye.

Several theoretical and experimental eye models have been
roposed to deal with the extent of birefringence.12–17 Stan-
orth and Naylor proposed that the corneal birefringence for

ight passing normally though the cornea is small, but in-
reases rapidly with increasing angle of incidence.13 Bour and
opes Cardozo proposed a method to measure the retardation
s a function of the point of incidence on the pupil plane, and
bserved that corneal retardation has its slow axis along the
angent to the cornea, and that its magnitude increases with
ncreasing eccentricity of the posterior corneal surface.18 Van
lokland and Verhelst were one of the first to explain the
olarization properties of the living human eye with a biaxial
odel.14 They also hypothesized that for incidence at higher

ccentricity �i.e., near the corneal limbus�, a uniaxial model
rovides good approximation. More recently, Knighton,
uang, and Cavuoto mapped corneal birefringence using

canning laser polarimetry, and reported that a complete de-
cription of the corneal birefringence requires the cornea to be
reated as a biaxial material.17

Most of this aforementioned research has been directed
oward characterization of polarization properties of the eye,
ith a focus on ophthalmic imaging and diagnosis. Hence, the
ptical paths usually considered are limited to the region in
he anterior chamber, which allow for light to pass through the
upil. The commercially available scanning laser polarimeters
llow for polarization measurements, but are fundamentally
imited to macular imaging. Several research groups have re-
orted on the behavior of birefringence in the peripheral re-
ions of cornea.19–22 Misson utilized circular polarization
iomicroscopy to study corneal structure and birefringence.19

aronski and Kasprzak devised a phase stepping imaging po-
arimetry technique to measure the birefringence of human
ornea in vitro, and concluded that corneal birefringence in-
reases monotonically in the direction of the corneal
eriphery.20,23 Hitzenberger, Gotzinger and Pircher employed
olarization sensitive optical coherence tomography to map
ournal of Biomedical Optics 037012-
the distribution of birefringence at the posterior corneal
surface.21 Their results indicated that birefringence is low for
beams incident normal to the corneal surface, and that at ob-
lique angles, measured birefringence increases with deviation
from normal incidence. These mentioned reports show the
behavior of birefringence in the corneal periphery, and are
similar in that the direction of beam incidence is always taken
to be normal or near normal to the center of the cornea. Our
group has developed a coupling mechanism to index match
the eye and allow light to pass across the anterior chamber of
the eye.2 This setup uses mirrors and an inverted tube filled
with saline solution as index-matching fluid between air and
cornea to provide a straight path across the anterior chamber,
with no coupling through the pupil. Thus, in this work a the-
oretical model is developed for index-matched light coupling
in the eye to understand the effect of corneal birefringence on
polarimetric quantification of glucose as light is passed across
the eye, starting from the apex to the limbus, as depicted in
Fig. 1.

2 Materials and Methods
All optical modeling and calculations were performed in
Code V �Optical Research Associates, Pasadena, California�
optical design software package and Matlab �The MathWorks,
Natick, Massachusetts�. The physical parameters of the ante-
rior chamber of the eye were taken from Ref. 24, in which the
corneal surfaces are treated as spheres. Although a more ac-
curate description of an eye model would include corneal sur-
faces to be treated as aspherics, the focus of our study was to
model the corneal birefringence and not the exact anatomical
dimensions, which are necessary for imaging models. More-
over, it has been shown that an asperical representation of the
corneal surface results in a thinner cornea near the limbus
when compared to our spherical model.25 This will result in a
smaller optical path through the cornea and hence have a
smaller effective birefringence. Thus, we believe that our
spherical eye model represents the worst case scenario, where
the corneal thickness near the limbus is greater than that of an
anatomically accurate eye model. As shown in Fig. 2, the
anterior and posterior sides of the cornea were modeled as
spherical surfaces centered at the optical axis of the eye with
radii of 7.7 and 6.8 mm, respectively. Corneal thickness at the
center was 0.5 mm, gradually increasing with eccentricity of
the corneal surface. The refractive indices of cornea and aque-

Fig. 1 Optical path through the anterior chamber of the eye. Note that
the beam passes effectively straight through the chamber due to the
assumption that the eye is index matched.
May/June 2010 � Vol. 15�3�2
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us humor were taken to be 1.376 and 1.336, respectively.
he environment outside the posterior corneal surface was
ssumed to be buffered aqueous-saline solution �n=1.33� for
ndex matching.

A local x−y−z coordinate system is defined at any arbi-
rary point on the posterior corneal surface such that the tan-
ential plane at that point coincides with the x−y plane, then
he fast axis points in the z direction, as illustrated in Fig. 3.
ence, the electric field of a light ray incident normal to the

orneal surface only experiences nx and ny. In general, not all
ncident light is normal to the cornea, and therefore, the cor-
esponding electric field vector experiences nx, ny, and nz.
hus, a biaxial model can better explain the corneal birefrin-
ence, in which each of the principle coordinate axes is asso-
iated with a different refractive index. However, according to
an Blokland and Verhelst, nz−ny is about 10 times larger

han ny −nx.
14 Therefore, at larger oblique incident angles �as

roposed for our coupling scheme�, a large component of the
lectric field vector lies along the z axis, and a uniaxial model
ill give a good approximation. We modeled our eye as a bent
niaxial slab, where at each point the fast axis coincides with
he direction of local normal and a maximum birefringence of
.00159, as calculated by Van Blokland and Verhelst.14

As shown in Fig. 1, incident light was laterally coupled to
he anterior chamber of the eye. The advantage of using an
ndex-matching solution is to minimize the change in the
ngle of refraction at the interface of solution and posterior
orneal surface. This is due to the fact that the change in the

Fig. 2 Representative dimensions of the human eye model.

ig. 3 Local coordinate system on the surface of the cornea at an
rbitrary point P. The arrow signifies the normal �z axis� at that point,
nd the tangential plane at point P represents the x−y plane.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 037012-
refractive index between saline solution and cornea is on the
order of 10−2. Similarly, the same order of difference exists
between refractive indices of cornea and aqueous humor, and
hence the deviation in beam angle traversing through the eye
is minimized. Moreover, a direct consequence of this minimal
change in beam angle is that the output beam shape and size
are retained along with negligible change in beam divergence.
Due to the curvature of the cornea, the optical path length
through the cornea, and thereby the retardance, varies greatly
depending on the angle and point of incidence. To analyze and
quantify this variation, in our eye model we initially assumed
a circular light beam with a 635-nm wavelength and 1 mm
diameter, and later used a 532-nm wavelength beam for com-
parison. Thus, to couple the full area of the beam, the top-
most point of incidence was chosen to be 0.5 mm �radius of
the beam� below the interior apex of the cornea. Similarly, the
lowest point of incidence was chosen to be 0.5 mm above the
corneal limbus. The polarization vector of light beam propa-
gation model was chosen to be at 45 deg with the vertical axis
to experience maximum change in the state of polarization
and hence the worst-case condition.

3 Results and Discussion
To see the perceived change in angle of the polarization axis
�or major axis for elliptically polarized output light� due to the
corneal birefringence, the position of point of incidence was
varied from top to bottom of the anterior chamber in 0.1-mm
intervals. For this case, the glucose concentration in the aque-
ous humor was assumed to be zero, and hence it does not
contribute to the rotation of light, but as described later on,
the rotation for glucose across the anterior chamber even at
the high concentration of 600 mg /dL still would be several
times less �millidegrees� than the birefringence, and thus not
visible on the graph in Fig. 4�a�, which shows the angle of the
major axis as a function of beam position. As depicted, there
is a sharp change in angle near the apex, and the angle of the
major axis switches by 90 deg across the circular state of
polarization. It can be seen that the change in the perceived
angle of polarization is much smaller for a beam position
below 1 mm, and is minimal around 1.6 mm below the apex
of cornea, which is near the center of the available probing
line of incidence. Therefore, the effect of corneal birefrin-
gence can potentially be minimized for a beam incident
roughly 1.6 mm below the apex of the eye. This can also be
seen in Fig. 5, which shows the change in the shape of the
polarizations ellipse as a function of beam position. The over-
all state of polarization of the output beam represents the av-
erage of the states of constituent rays across the full cross
section of the beam. While the eccentricity of the ellipse
changes in the center region around 1.6 mm below the apex
of the eye, the orientation of the major axis stays relatively
constant.

Apart from variation in birefringence, it is known from Eq.
�1� that the optical path length through the aqueous humor of
the eye and the glucose concentration itself would also change
the measured rotation. Further, it is known that the path length
is a function of beam position on the posterior corneal sur-
face, and that the glucose level could vary across the physi-
ologic range. Thus, both of these effects on the rotation
should be quantified and compared to the changes observed
May/June 2010 � Vol. 15�3�3
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ue to corneal birefringence. The change in optical path
ength as a function of the distance from the apex to the lim-
us is plotted in Fig. 6�a�, and this is converted to a change in
otation as plotted in Fig. 6�b� using Eq. �1� and assuming a
ormal 100-mg /dL glucose concentration. The plot in Fig. 7
hows the change in rotation as a function of glucose concen-
ration across the 0- to 600-mg /dL range for a beam position
.6 mm below the apex, which corresponds to an optical path
ength of 8.82 mm. We also took into account the effect of
lucose concentration-dependent change in the refractive in-
ex, and thereby, on the optical path length. The increase in
he refractive index of an aqueous solution of glucose with
ncreasing glucose concentration is 2.5�10−5 /mM glucose
or 1.39�10−6 /mg /dL�.26 This amounts to a change in re-
ractive index of 8.34�10−4 across the physiologic glucose
oncentration range of 0 to 600 mg /dL. Such a small change
n refractive index has negligible effect on beam path devia-
ion across the physical path length in the anterior chamber of
he eye.

ig. 4 �a� Angle of major axis of the output beam polarization ellipse
hange in the orientation of major axis near the apex, the variation is
unction of distance from apex of cornea—zoom-in view of the
.5 to 1.4 mm produces a net rotation of �71 millideg due to chang

ig. 5 Variation in state of polarization as a function of distance from t
he center of the eye, the major axis orientation stays relatively uncha
ournal of Biomedical Optics 037012-
It is evident from Figs. 3–7 that for any given change in
beam position, such as that due to motion from respiration or
other eye movements, the change in net rotation due to cor-
neal birefringence is at least an order of magnitude larger than
the effect of changes in optical path difference and aqueous
humor glucose concentration. For instance, as depicted in Fig.
4�b�, if the laser beam incidence shifts from 1.5 to 1.4 mm
due to motion artifact, the change in the polarization vector
due to corneal birefringence would be 70.8 millideg. In com-
parison, the corresponding change in optical path difference
produces a net rotation of only 0.12 millideg. Similarly, a
change in glucose concentration by �10 mg /dL, which is
approximately the current experimental error in glucose
estimation,5 changes the net rotation of polarization vector by
�0.4 millideg. This analysis clearly demonstrates that even
in the most stable range, the time-varying corneal birefrin-
gence due to motion artifact is the most significant noise
source in the sample and a major limitation preventing the
realization of an optical polarimetric approach to ascertain

ction of distance from the apex of the cornea. Note that after a rapid
smaller for beam positions below 1 mm. �b� Angle of major axis as a

to 2.0-mm region. Note that a shift in the beam position from
rneal birefringence.

eal apex. Note that although the eccentricity of the ellipse varies near
as a fun
much
1.3-mm
e in co
he corn
nged.
May/June 2010 � Vol. 15�3�4
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queous humor glucose concentrations in vivo.
As mentioned, a possible method proposed by our group to

educe and potentially eliminate the effect of corneal birefrin-
ence is to utilize a multispectral scheme.5,27,28 This is done
y multiple-linear regression �MLR� analysis, which is analo-
ous to scaled subtraction. By utilizing at least two wave-
engths away from or between the absorption bands for glu-
ose, MLR can accommodate the contribution of
irefringence to the total rotation of the state of polarization,
nd Eq. �2� can be used to predict glucose. One of the as-
umptions for such an analysis is that the motion artifact is
avelength independent in the range of motion. To validate

his assumption, we utilize a second wavelength away from
he glucose absorption band at 532 nm, and examine the per-
eived angle of polarization axis due to corneal birefringence

ig. 6 �a� Change in optical path length through the aqueous humor a
et rotation in angle of polarization vector as a function of distance f

ig. 7 Net rotation in the angle of polarization vector as a function of
lucose concentration. The point of incidence is taken to be 1.6 mm
elow the corneal apex, which corresponds to an optical path length
f 8.82 mm through the aqueous humor.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 037012-
with respect to that of the 635-nm wavelength. Figure 8
shows the plot of major axes of elliptically polarized output
beams at both wavelengths. It can be seen that after a rapid
change near the apical region of the eye, the major axes ori-
entations remain relatively unchanged and close to each other,
especially between 1.4 and 1.8 mm. This observation leads to
two important advantages. First, for any of the two wave-
lengths, coupling of light at just under the center of the cornea
leads to minimum change in the state of output polarization
due to motion artifact. Secondly, the major axis orientations
of both wavelengths have similar magnitude, a direct conse-
quence of which is that a dual-wavelength optical polarimeter
can be utilized to reduce the sample noise associated with
motion artifact.

Although the wavelength independence of corneal birefrin-
gence has been speculated earlier, and has been mainly attrib-

ction of distance from the apex of the cornea, and �b� corresponding
e apex of the cornea.

Fig. 8 Angle of major axes for wavelengths of 635 �solid line� and
532 nm �dashed line� as a function of distance from the apex of the
cornea. Note that after a rapid change in the major axes orientations
near the apex, the variation is much smaller for beam positions below
1 mm, and is of similar magnitude.
s a fun
rom th
May/June 2010 � Vol. 15�3�5
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ted to the mechanism of form birefringence of corneal
troma,29 the previous observation is unique due to the highly
blique incidence of the input light, and shows that the ac-
ommodation of corneal birefringence using the multiwave-
ength approach has validity for glucose monitoring. Further,
he birefringence experienced at such eccentricities is an order
f magnitude higher than that of normal incidence at the api-
al region of the cornea. Thus, the corneal birefringence mod-
ls based on macular imaging are unlikely to measure the
irefringence at corneal limbus, since the effective pupil size
an vary greatly as a function of beam position.

Conclusion
n summary, a birefringent eye model for coupling index-
atched light through the anterior chamber of the eye is pre-

ented. Corneal birefringence as a function of distance of the
ransmitted beam from the apex to the limbus of the index

atched eye is shown to vary significantly, but is also shown
o have a minimum in the region of 1.5 to 1.8 mm from the
pex. The optical rotation is shown to vary as a function of
ptical path length, and the corneal birefringence as a function
f point of incidence from apex to limbus. However, the
ariation in corneal birefringence with motion, even in the
ost stable region, manifests itself as the most significant

ource of noise �by at least an order of magnitude compared
o path length or glucose concentration�, which needs to be
ccommodated to realize a practical optical polarimeter for
lucose sensing through the eye. The theoretical potential of a
ual-wavelength polarimeter to minimize this sample noise
rom time-varying corneal birefringence due to motion arti-
act is shown. The next step in this study is to verify the
esults in vivo and to investigate possible mechanisms for un-
atched refractive index coupling.
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